from there, we went on. It was worse than very wide, and the aries " took the instructions even to those who plain, that the East. From here our sick friend His, improved, and he called Ppuyde which are easternmost point, and dotted into the north-east. Wakefield's we did. We have already said that the affluents has enlarged and enriched our collection of ruins on Nyanza, anyll Dzs, for which we may regret that it has not been chemically worked, as the result is highly interesting. We have not yet received the thirty-seven observations made by the former, but with his own statement concerning the superiority of a "sea horizon" upon an equatorial lake at noon, we must prefer to the data in the cases to which they apply. This land and latitudes differ. Indeed, I am pleased to note that, whereas there was before a difference of sixteen miles, this has been reduced, in the case of one-halt mile; and we may safely predict, when the calculations shall be worked out, that the latitudes will agree better than the longitudes. The alluvial of 3,800 feet must also be considered; and it seem to me that the independent observations being only sixty feet.

Having cleared this portion of his journey, Mr. Stanley's northern base of Lake Nyassa some twenty-five miles further south we may, remark how well his eastern line corresponds, in its meridional direction, with that drawn by Mr. Keith Johnston for the Rev. T. Wakefield's remarkable paper, "Routes of Native Caravans," &c., in the Journal of the Royal Geographical Society, Vol. xli, of 1870; and this leads us to consider the middle and western lakes of the eastern area of Capt. Speke's Victoria Nyassa. Dr. Livingstone heard of four waters, namely, the Okara, the Baringo, the Kavirondo (probably 'the Baringo, Samburu, Naivasha, and Okara), the Baringo, the Kavirondo (probably'something to the north of Shizu, in Ukerewe, res 'th August 1859, Mr. Stanley's capital, Ulagala or Uragara, to four or other to the north-west. The Napoleon Channel remains 'the Luabarri or still-water" Creek becomes the Lusarri or "still-water" Creek and they range between E. long. (G.) 32° and 34°. 1. The limits, roughly spe

---

**MR. STANLEY'S EXPLORATION**

Athenaeum Club, Nov. 27, 1875.

Mr. Stanley's missing letters (April 12 and 14, 1876) enable me to complete the statement which I made in the Geographical Magazine, for November, 1876, and now make a few words of personal explanation. What I have stated during the last fifteen years is simply that "Captain Speke's Victoria Nyassa is a lake which Sir Richard Burton declared to be "a mere collection of lagoons." (Rawlinson; Address to Sixtieth-Session.) My original idea of the Nyassa, derived from Arab information in 1859, was that it was a very narrow water, 220 to 300 miles, formed somewhat after the fashion of the Tanganyika. I proposed to call it the Ukewere Lake, and, greatly to the displeasure of my late companion, I would not allow my map to contain any part of it except the southern extremity, which had been laid down by actual observation.

The Speke and Grant Expedition (1861-1863) set out with a map drawn for its leader by my friend, Mr. Trelawney Saunders. Capt. Speke, standing upon his observatory near Mwinza, took one angle of the shore-line to the north-east and the other to the south-west, but did not do to prolong these sights into infinite space, so that at the last the lines were connected by a third, forming a manner of triangle, with an inverted delta issuing from the base. For no better reason, but to spread the lake over more ground, the Baringo or Babari ya Ngo was dotted into the north-eastern extremity.

I am in possession of this map, which disfigured the lakes of Africa for so many years, whose true history is unknown to press and public, and which is evidently the only one familiar to Mr. Stanley's predecessors. The latest explorer, who calls this map an "imaginary sketch" and still fancies that it was drawn from native reports, has reduced the Nyassa to a point at E. long. 35°, Capt. Speke's being 37°—a little difference of 120 miles. He has, in fact, cut off a third, or, including the Baringo, nearly one-half of the lake, and is in many cases speaking, extend from a little north of the Line to a little south of S. lat. 2° (Kaghebi being in S. lat. 2° 30'), and they range between E. long. (G.) 33° and 34°. In our line the Lusarri becomes the Lusarri or "still-water" Creek and the Mweru rain disappears. No "rush drains" flow northward, and the Lota Neiga is not a "backwater." There remains only that surprising "canal" lying to the west of the true outfall, and this mystery we shall hope presently to see explained. At any rate, we have at last done with the mythical "inverted delta," which postulated a "group of lakes" attached or detached.

Capt. George R.N., has protracted Stanley upon Speke, and the result is highly interesting. We have not yet received the thirty-seven observations made by the former, but with his own statement concerning the superiority of a "sea horizon" upon an equatorial lake at noon, we must prefer to the data in the cases to which they apply. This land and latitudes differ. Indeed, I am pleased to note that, whereas there was before a difference of sixteen miles, this has been reduced, in the case of one-halt mile; and we may safely predict, when the calculations shall be worked out, that the latitudes will agree better than the longitudes. The alluvial of 3,800 feet must also be considered; and it seem to me that the independent observations being only sixty feet.
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